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　　　　Compact devices for high electric field generator using a different aspect ratio of
pyroelectric LiTaO3 single crystal and a Peltier device were assembled. Measurement of X-ray
emitted upon the thermal changing was carried out to evaluate the induced electric field onto surface
of the z-plane of LiTaO3. The formed electric field per length of the z-axis for thin-type (10 × 10 ×
2 mm) was twice larger than that of pillar-type (3 × 3 × 10 mm). The attachment of Pt foil onto the
surface of z-plane little affected on X-ray emission behavior.  The flange-type generator with thin-
type LiTaO3 single crystal was also assembled to construct a reactor for chemical reactions with
induced high electric field of a pyroelectric crystal.  The outgassing behavior from a reaction vessel
was examined.















































































Fig.1　Three types of compact devices for high electric field generator with LiTaO3 pyroelectric single crystal.
ていた研究 18)では，ロータリーポンプを使用し
たステンレス製真空チャンバー内に柱状の




















使用圧力がそれぞれ 2-65 u, 0.666 Pa(N2)，プラ
ズマガードタイプである．いずれもユニットで
発生したX線を計測するため，ブランクフラン






（高砂 , KX-100L）にて 1.5 V印加することで行
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は，薄片状 LiTaO3単結晶（光学技研 x, y, z  =


















Fig.3　X-ray spectra from pillar- and thin-type devices.  Pressure: 10-4 Pa. Temperature: 423 K → cooling.
Fig.2　Dependence of number of stacked thin-type
LiTaO3 single crystal on X-ray emission behavior.
LiTaO3: 10 × 10 × 0.5 mm.  Pressure: 10-4 Pa.  Tempera-














































Fig.4　X-ray spectrum from a thin-type device of Pt foil
attached LiTaO3 crystal.  Pressure: 10-4 Pa. Temperature:
423 K → cooling.
Fig.5　Reaction apparatus using a pyroelectric crystal
with a compact mass spectrometer.














from a reaction vessel with
an oil-free vacuum system
monitored by a compact mass
spectrometer.
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